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                                             - Adobe
                                        Adobe software and services revolutionize how the world engages with ideas and information — anytime, anywhere, and through any medium. Learn more.
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                                             - QIAT -  Quality Indicators for Assistive Technology - Guiding the Provision of Quality AT Services
                                        Quality Indicators for Assistive Technology
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                                             - Web design and Logo design by Brian Hoff
                                        Brian Hoff is a graphic designer, writer and speaker with a passion for web design and logos living in Philadelphia.
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                                             - YouTube
      - Broadcast Yourself.
                                        YouTube is a place to discover, watch, upload and share videos.
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                                             - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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                                             - InDesign Secrets: Tutorials, Tips, Templates, Blog, Podcast, and More
                                        InDesignSecrets is the world
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                                             - How-To Help and Videos - For Dummies
                                        Make everything easier in your life with step-by-step instruction, how-to information, and video demonstrations awaiting your discovery at dummies.com ? the online resource for fun fact-finding.
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                                             - Adobe Creative Suite Tutorials and Reviews for Photographers, Designers, Illustrators and Developers...
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                                             - Acrobat Answers
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                                             - eHow | How To Do Just About Everything! | How To Videos & Articles
                                        Learn how to do just about everything at eHow. Expert Village is now a part of eHow, adding expert How To videos to eHow, the world
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                                             - Upload & Share PowerPoint presentations and documents
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                                             - Adobe Flash - a how-to community for web designers using flash « Wonder How To
                                        Wonder How To is your guide to free how to videos on the Web. Search, Browse and Discover the best how to videos across the web using the largest how to video index on the web. Watch the best online video instructions, tutorials, &amp; How-To...
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                                             - Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District
                                        The Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District works to protect the people and environment of Santa Barbara County from harmful effects of air pollution
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